BUILDING & COMPLIANCE
INSPECTIONS
ENGINEERING SERVICES

Compliance is an important part of the building process, ensuring all work meets the
relevant design documentation approved for construction. Our experienced engineering
team conduct compliance inspections using our Live Inspections App, to ensure smooth
workflow, accuracy of documentation, faster turnaround and better communication.

Inspection types

Inspections done faster, better

FOOTINGS (FOUNDATIONS)

LIVE RESULTS VIA OUR INTERNAL INSPECTIONS APP

HABITABLE SLAB

ALL DOCUMENTATION DELIVERED DIGITALLY

WAFFLE POD

IMMEDIATE UPDATES VIA SMS AND EMAIL

MONOLITHIC
SUSPENDED SLAB
STRUCTURAL INSPECTION SERVICES

www.staconsulting.com.au

Our compliance inspection services are offered to all clients as
part of our desire to provide a complete service. Additionally,
given STA’s expertise in structural engineering, we can provide
advice and options on what would be involved in fixing any
serious defects.
Book with
just 24 hours
notice

Text message
confirmation
& updates

Multiple
recipients for
outcome reports

Live updates from site
The STA Live Inspections App ensures the highest
level of service and fastest turnaround time for all
inspections services. SMS message confirmation is
provided to the nominated contact as soon as an inspection
is booked. From that moment until completion of the work,
we keep you informed on inspection progress.

Comprehensive information when
and where it’s needed
Detailed site assessment reports are provided on
completion of inspection. Up to three emails can be
provided to keep all essential personnel in the loop e.g.
concreter, supervisor, and construction manager. “Live
Markup” on photos are provided for easy identification of
conditional requirements.

Fast inspections turnaround
Our Live Inspections process allows inspections to be
completed in a timely manner, whilst ensuring work has
been carried out in accordance with the original approved
design. Receipt of certification documentation occurs within
72 hours of inspection, or once required conditions have
been met.

www.staconsulting.com.au
Brisbane, Gold Coast, Rockhampton, Townsville, Sydney, Newcastle

